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Abstract
This is the first workshop organized in the context of the European project ITN Invisibles (FP7-PEOPLE-2011-

CONTACT US

ITN), which focuses on Neutrino and Dark Matter phenomenology and their connection, www.invisibles.eu.
Neutrinos and Dark Matter are the most abundant particles in the universe and yet they remained unnoticed -

what is left for the neutralino?
invisible- until recently, due to their tenuous couplings to the ordinary matter we are composed of. Neutrino
masses inferred from neutrino oscillations and the existence of dark matter constitute the first evidence ever of

particle physics beyond the Standard Model. A wide experimental program focused on the properties of both
type of particles is underway and key new results are becoming available. The road to build the New Standard

Model of particle physics is open: a theory which must encompass the nature and properties of neutrinos and
dark matter, besides those of ordinary matter. In this perspective, this workshop is specially timely, given the

Trying to close the neutralino window with all available tools...
imminent results from LHC, neutrino and dark matter experiments. The latest experimental and theoretical
developments will be discussed. Members of Invisibles ITN are specially encouraged to arrive on Saturday June
23rd, to be able to attend the Invisibles meeting on Sunday July 24th. From June 25th to June 29th, the ITN
workshop will merge with the conference week of the GGI What is !? workshop.
Alexei Smirnov`s Fest: One day of the GGI conference, June 28th, will be dedicated to celebrate the prominent
contributions of Alexei Smirnov to our research field, extending over 35 years. This is intended to be an occasion
for friends and colleagues to honor Alexei`s past work in the occasion of his 60th birthday, and to discuss
present and future developments. Details of the scientific program will be communicated later. Please, when
registering please specify your precise dates of attendance to the conference. For housing issues please contact
Studio Guidi (tel: +39 055 241561; fax: +39 055 2346178) .

Céline Boehm, IPPP/Durham
Wednesday, 27 June 2012

light we find scenarios with neutralinos of a few GeV that
evade all constraints and yet predict a direct detection signal
in the region preferred by recent experiments.
In section II, we describe the method used for exploring the
parameter space. We analyse scenarios with light neutralinos
in the MSSM assuming different priors in section III while the
results for the NMSSM are presented in section IV.

and

Scanning over the SUSY parameter space
II. METHOD
Why considering SUSY DM?

To efficiently explore the multi-dimensional parameter space,

large framework; conclusions valid
for performed
other ‘SM’-like
we have
a Markovmodel
Chain Monte Carlo analysis
(based
on
the
Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm). We have used
Useful for SUSY searches (complement LHC) but also for
micrOMEGAs2.4 [33, 34] to compute all observables. This
DM in general
code relies in turn on SuSpect [35] for calculating the par-

ticle spectrum in the MSSM and on NMSSMTools [36] for
calculating the particle spectrum and the various collider and
B-physics constraints in the NMSSM.
We use the method of burn-in chains, i.e. we first explore the
parameter space till we find a point with a non-vanishing likelihood. When such a point is found, we continue the chains,
keeping all the points that are retained by the MCMC. HowpMSSM (17/19 parameters), NMSSM
parameters),...
ever, since (11
it is difficult
and time-consuming to find a good
starting point, we require to speed up the process that the likelihood times the prior (hereafter referred to as Q) associated
with the starting point exceeds the value Q > 10−12 , and use
an exponential prior on mχ to make sure that the starting point
Particle physics (SUSY dependent
butclose
used
for the
scan)
is within
proximity
of the
low neutralino mass region.
this point is found, we replace the exponenRelic density (onlyHowever,
upper when
bound)
tial prior on mχ by a flat prior. Since low mass neutralinos
DM direct detection and
detection
are indirect
quite unlikely
with respect to heavier ones (and since find(they are applied after
thealsoscans)
ing them
requires a certain amount of fine-tuning), we
have decided to perform two independent scans. One aims
at exploring the mass region ranging from 0 to 15 GeV (this
range of mass is particularly relevant for the CoGeNT and
DAMA/LIBRA interpretation) and the second one aims at
exploring the range from 0 to 50 GeV (to include the preferred region of the two WIMP recoil-like events reported by
CDMS-II). A proper exploration of the parameter space is obtained after generating approximately 50 chains of 105 points
each.
The total likelihood function for each point is the product of
neutralinos as light as a few GeV
as heavy
as evaluating
a few TeV
the and
likelihood
functions
the goodness-of-fit to all
the data set that are displayed in Table. I. These include B
physics observables, the anomalous magnetic moment of the
muon, (g−2)µ , the Higgs and sparticles masses obtained from
LEP and the corrections to the ρ parameter. For the MSSM
case, only LEP mass limits on new particles were taken as a
sharp discriminating criterion with L = 0 or 1. Other criteria had some tolerance. For the NMSSM, limits on the Higgs
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Which SUSY Model?

Which constraints?

Which mass range/which
candidate?

F3 (x, µ, σ) =

1

1 + e−

x−µ
σ

.

(2)

for observables which only have lower or upper bounds. The
tolerance, σ, is negative (positive) when one deals with an
upper (lower) bound.
TABLE I: List of constraints, from Ref. [37] unless noted otherwise
constraint

value/range

tolerance

applied

Smasses

-

none

both

ΩW MAP h2
(g − 2)µ

0.01131 - 0.1131
25.5 10−10

both
both

∆ρ

≤ 0.002

0.0034
stat: 6.3 10−10
sys: 4.9 10−10
0.0001

b → sγ
Bs → µ+ µ−

3.52

10−4

[38, 39]

≤ 4.7 10−8

R(B → τν)
mH
Z → χ1 χ1

1.28 [38]
≥ 114.4
≤ 1.7 MeV

e+ e− → χ1 χ2,3

≤ 0.1 pb [40]

∆Ms

117.0 10−13

∆Md

3.337 10−13

10−4

MSSM

th: 0.24
exp: 0.23 10−4
4.7 10−10

both

0.38
1%
0.3 MeV
none

both
MSSM
MSSM
NMSSM

both

0.001 pb
MSSM
none
NMSSM
GeV th: 21.1 10−13 GeV NMSSM
exp: 0.8 10−13 GeV
GeV th: 1.251 10−13 GeV NMSSM
exp: 0.033 10−13 GeV

Finally we also require that the neutralino relic density satisfies

Scans are done with Particle Physics constraints
2
Only one100%
‘astro/cosmo’:
relic
density
ΩW MAP h2 > Ωχ hthe
> 10%
ΩW MAP
h2 ,
(3)but
we only 2care about the upper bound.
with ΩW MAP h = 0.1131 ± 0.0034 [41]. The cases where
Ωχ < ΩW MAP should correspond to scenarios in which there
is either another (if not several) type of dark matter particles
in the galactic halo [42] or a modification of gravity (cf e.g.
[43]). In case of a multi component dark matter scenario, there
could be either very light e.g.[44–47] or very heavy particles
(including very heavy neutralinos), depending on the findings
of direct detection experiments.

lihood. When such a point is found, we continue the chains,
exp: 0.23 10−4
keeping all the points that are retained by the MCMC. HowBs → µ+ µ−
≤ 4.7 10−8
4.7 10−10
both
ever, since it is difficult and time-consuming to find a good
R(B → τν)
1.28 [38]
0.38
both
starting point, we require to speed up the process that the likemH
≥ 114.4
1%
MSSM
lihood times the prior (hereafter referred to as Q) associated
Z → χ1 χ1
≤ 1.7 MeV
0.3 MeV
MSSM
with the starting point exceeds the value Q > 10−12 , and use
none
NMSSM
an exponential prior on mχ to make sure that the starting point
is within close proximity of the low neutralino mass region.
e+ e− → χ1 χ2,3 ≤ 0.1 pb [40]
0.001 pb
MSSM
However, when this point is found, we replace the exponennone
NMSSM
tial prior on mχ by a flat prior. Since low mass neutralinos
∆Ms
117.0 10−13 GeV th: 21.1 10−13 GeV NMSSM
are quite unlikely with respect to heavier ones (and since findexp: 0.8 10−13 GeV
ing them also requires a certain amount of fine-tuning), we
∆Md
3.337 10−13 GeV th: 1.251 10−13 GeV NMSSM
have decided to perform two
independent
scans.
One
aims
Start at a given point of the parameter space; exp: 0.033 10−13 GeV
at exploring the mass region ranging from 0 to 15 GeV (this
Jumps
to other
point
if they
provide
better likelihood [or random]
range of mass
is particularly
relevant
for the
CoGeNT
and
used micrOMEGAs,
DAMA/LIBRA interpretation) and the second
one aims atSoftSUSY,Higgsbounds
Finally we also require that the neutralino relic density satisexploring the range from 0 to 50 GeV (to include the prefies
ferred region of the two WIMP recoil-like events reported by
CDMS-II). A proper exploration of the parameter space is ob100% ΩW MAP h2 > Ωχ h2 > 10% ΩW MAP h2 ,
(3)
5
tained after generating approximately 50 chains of 10 points
each.
with ΩW MAP h2 = 0.1131 ± 0.0034 [41]. The cases where
The total likelihood function for each point is the product of
Ωχ < ΩW MAP should correspond to scenarios in which there
the likelihood functions evaluating the goodness-of-fit to all
is either another (if not several) type of dark matter particles
neutralino
must
be
the
LSP
the data set that are displayed in Table. I. These include B
in the galactic halo [42] or a modification of gravity (cf e.g.
physics observables,
the anomalous
magnetic moment
of the
Parameters
must
be in agreement
with
Particle
[43]).Physics
In case of ameasurements/limits
multi component dark matter scenario, there
muon, (g−2)µ , the Higgs and sparticles masses obtained from
could be either very light e.g.[44–47] or very heavy particles
The
rest
is
prediction
...
LEP and the corrections to the ρ parameter. For the MSSM
(including very heavy neutralinos), depending on the findings
case, only LEP mass limits on new particles were taken as a
of direct detection experiments.
sharp discriminating criterion with L = 0 or 1. Other crite2
ria had some tolerance. For the NMSSM, limits on the Higgs
sector, on the Z partial width and on neutralino production as
III. MSSM SCENARIOS
light
find scenarios
with
a few
and
computed
bywe
NMSSMTools
were
alsoneutralinos
taken as a of
sharp
dis-GeV that
criminating
evadecriterion.
all constraints and yet predict a direct detection signal
In what follows, we consider the MSSM with 1input parameWe use in
a Gaussian
forrecent
all observables
with a prethe regiondistribution
preferred by
experiments.
F3 (x,We
µ, σ)
= minimal
. flavour
(2)
ters defined at the weak scale.
assume
− x−µ
ferred value
µ ± σ,II, we describe the method used for exploring the
σ
In section
+e
violation and equality of the soft masses 1between
sfermion
parameter space. We analyse scenarios
with
light
neutralinos
generations.
We further assume
a common
massormupper
(x−µ)2
l˜ for all
for observables
which only
have lower
bounds. The
−
in the MSSMF assuming
different
priors
in
section
III
while
the
2
2σ
(1)
sleptons, tolerance,
and for all squarks
m
(but
we
have
checked
that
we
2 (x, µ, σ) = e
q̃
σ, is negative (positive) when one deals with an
results for the NMSSM are presented in section IV.
upper (lower) bound.

Principle of the scans

MCMC (i.e. based on Likelihood)

Constraints set as

Likelihoods

II.
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METHOD

TABLE I: List of constraints, from Ref. [37] unless noted otherwise

Relic density can still be a guide to scan the parameter space though:
Typical ‘annihilation’ channels to be expected:
Low mass neutralino

3

High mass neutralino

arXiv:1204.3727

FIG. 2. Plot of ΩFO h2 against mχ̃0 . Colour coded for the process with
1
2
the
largest
contribution
to
the
total
neutralino annihilation rate, which
IG. 1. Plot of ΩFO h againstZ,mχ̃0Higgs,
. The A,....
colour coding represents
1
chargino
exchange
abundance. Red points correspond to
before 4thtoJuly!
he process with the largest contribution
the neutralino annihila- determines the freeze-out relicHiggs
chargino co-annihilation, green points to annihilation via chargino
on rate, which determines the freeze-out relic abundance. Green t-channel exchange, blue points to annihilation via s-channel Higgs
chargino co-annihilation
oints correspond
to resonant
annihilation
viaone
Z, red
to resTo compensate
resonance
effects,
can points
decrease
the (roughly
couplings.
speaking the blue points above the green band correspond
0
nant annihilation via the light Higgs boson (h ), orange points to to annihilation via an s-channel h0 into t t¯ and bb̄, the few below are
0 ), blue points to s-channel annihilation via A0 ), yellow points correspond to a either
esonantInannihilation
the pseudo-scalar
Higgs
(ABino/Wino/Higgsino
the ‘SUSY’via
language
this translates
into
fraction.
squark
co-annihilation or gluino-gluino annihilations (the latter in
tau co-annihilation
annihilation
exchange,
violet points
In a generic or
framework,
thisvia
is stau
related
to the strength
of the
coupling...
case where the gluino is approximately mass degenerate with the
o chargino co-annihilations or chargino exchange, black points to the
neutralino DM and its freeze-out sets the neutralino relic abundance).

quark co-annihilation (all squark flavours).

follows in the later sections.
In thesmall
cases where
exchange and co-annihilation
Relic
densityrelic
canabundance
be extremely
if thet-channel
DM mass
ne process will contribute to the
freeze-out
processes,
involving
SUSY squarks and sleptons, domicorresponds
to annihilation
a value right
on a Higgs
orlight
Z resonance
ut in FIG. 1 the largest single contribution
to the
nate the freeze-out dynamics, the neutralino can have a much
ate, which in the majority of scenarios dominates the others, smaller Higgsino component. This is because, in contrast to
is not necessarily
a problem:
could be a sub-dominant
s indicated. In all ofThis
the following
plots the points
found byneutralino
the s-channel annihilation processes, the t-channel annihilaDM species or one could invoke regeneration mechanisms such as Freeze-In, ...
he random walk are plotted as semi-transparent dots, faint re- tion and co-annihilation diagrams can occur for pure Bino
ions
therefore
correspond
to a low density of points while neutralinos.
Wednesday,
27 June
2012

relic abundance sca
cross section, whic
verse of the neutral
relic abundance wi
the neutralino. Co
to add a few more
there is a large finemass. However, the
sections both decre
increase in the fine
compensating for t
process when the n
points become mo
require smaller var
The composition
varied than the low
whose freeze-out a
co-annihilation an
tralino DM can be
annihilation is dom
Higgsino compone
(even dominating
DM with masses be

III. DM REGENE
A

To examine the
nism we apply lim
experiments to the
two cases. The fir

Small masses
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magnetic moment, (g − 2)µ as well as LEP limits on sparticle masses, on the invisible width of the Z and on the associated production of the LSP with a heavier neutralino. For
the LEP limits we have used the values implemented in micrOMEGAs, corresponding in particular to the values
for the
3
sleptons, mẽ > 100 GeV, mµ̃ > 99 GeV, ml˜1 > 80.5 GeV and
ty
mν̃ > 43 GeV. 1
In this analysis we have replaced the limit on the light Higgs
mass with improved limits on the Higgs sector obtained
from the HiggsBounds3.1.3 package [25, 26] linked to micrOMEGAs2.4. In this way, we take into account both the
ard
LEP constraints on the light Higgs as well as Tevatron constraints on heavy Higgs searches at large tan β. The likelihood for the Higgs constraint is taken to be 0 when a point is
wrejected
by HiggsBounds and 1 otherwise. We compute the
seFIG. 1. Plot of ΩFO h2 against mχ̃ . The colour coding represents
nglobal
Qthebylargest
multiplying
global annihilalikelihood to the
the weight
process with
contribution tothe
the neutralino
ep
tionprior
rate, which
determines
the freeze-out
relic abundance.
Green and prior
global
of each
scenario.
We use
the likelihood
papoints correspond to resonant annihilation via Z, red points to resfunctions
described
to
onant annihilation
via in
the [10].
light Higgs boson (h0 ), orange points to

le.
om
ry
alare
din
ith

around 100 GeV that must couple sufficiently to the LSP to
provide enough annihilation in the early universe, we expect
an important contribution of both Higgses to the spin independent neutralino nucleon elastic scatttering cross section. This
will turn out to be an important constraint on light neutralinos
as will be discussed in the next section.
astrophysical uncertainties
Pair annihilation of neutralino DM into quarks are
and/or
τ’s
not accounted
for
leads, after hadronization, to the production of gamma-rays.
Photons can also be radiated directly from an internal line
or from a final state before it decays. The photon flux is
proportional to 1/m2χ0 thus a large flux is expected for light

Zoom in the small mass region (pMSSM)

0
1

resonant annihilation via the pseudo-scalar Higgs (A0 ), blue points to
stau co-annihilation or annihilation via stau exchange, violet points
to chargino co-annihilations or chargino exchange, black points to
squark co-annihilation (all squark flavours).

Parameter Minimum Maximum Tolerance

4

1

dark matter. The observation of the photon flux from dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (dSph) by Fermi-LAT therefore provides
a constraint on light neutralino dark matter. For each viable
scenario found by the MCMC, we have computed the gamma
ray flux expected in the eight dwarfs observed by the Fermi
experiment. This value is then compared with the Fermi-LAT
95% limits [27] with the procedure described in [15]. The
most stringent limits are obtained for the Draco dSph.
III. THE LOWER LIMIT ON THE NEUTRALINO MASS

one process will contribute to the freeze-out relic abundance
1 contribution
1000to the annihilation
3
but in FIG. 1 M
the1 largest single
Viable scenarios with light neutralinos can be difficult to
rate, which inMthe
majority
of
scenarios
dominates
the
others,
100
2000
30
2
find. Therefore, we have imposed the prior mχ0 < 30 GeV.
is indicated. In all of the following plots the points found by
1
M3 are plotted
500
6500 dots, faint
10 rethe random walk
as semi-transparent
Since
we
already
know
that
there
are
neutralinos
at around
1)
gions
therefore
correspond
to
a
low
density
of
points
while
owed
points
in
the
tan
β
vs.
M
plane
with
the
prior
FIG.
4:
Points
of
the
m
<
30
GeV
search
represented
in the ξσSI
0
black
:
excluded
by
LHC
(tan
beta,mA)
FERMI/LAT+XENON100&CDMS
A
µ
0.5
1000
0.1
∼ 28 GeV [10], there is no need χto1 probe higher masses,+which
regions of strong colour correspond to denser regions. As
he showing
excluded
2 of these ‘experiments’
eV
only
region
where
MA[6],0.01
<corre150 GeV. The would
thered:
run mass
less efficient.
tanare
β the
1 resonance
75regions
vs.make
neutralino
plane. byExclusion
limits from CDMS-II [29] and
expected there
two visible
ta
yellow:
excluded
by
1
of
these
‘experiments’
0
sponding
to M
Z gauge
boson1and light CP-even
Higgs
the MCMC
analysis,The
we color
found code
the maximum
2000 The
4(h ) s- code is the Performing
mit from
CMS
color
XENON100
are shown.
is the same as in Fig. 2,
Ais also displayed.
green:
ok
channel resonances. In addition there are the usual points
weight to be Qmax � 0.72. Nevertheless, only 2.9% of the
3000
100 via
ig.
2 correspondingAtto heavier-3000
green points are allowed.
neutralinos that
can annihilate
2)
0
points
have weights Q ≥ 0.23 (1σ away from Qmax ), while
s-channel exchange
CP-odd Higgs
(A ) [31], as15
is well
Ml˜R of the 70
2000
known from traditional freeze-out scenarios. These points ap57% have weights Q ≥ 2.2 × 10−3 (3σ away from Qmax ). We
or
Ml˜L out region
70due to the2000
pear as a smeared
large variation15in the
1) There
are points
below
30 as
GeV
that much below 20 GeV
find neutralinos
with masses
as low
10.5 but
GeV, not
although
arvalue of mA0 .
Mq̃to1, 2the s-channel
300 processes
2000
14 tmost points
are located near
30very
GeV,light
the prior
upper bound
(caveat:
light neutralinos
with
sbottoms;
may not be killed by monophoton
ne
In addition
the well
known
. Constraints
from astroparticle
physics
channel exchange
processes involving
on the neutralino
mass.) The allowed parameter space, repMq̃3 and co-annihilations
300
2000
14
searches,
arXiv:1205.2557
n◦
charginos, staus and squarks are also found by the MCMC.
resented in Fig. 1, is best described
in terms of the propen
It is likely that the majority of the points corresponding to
I: Intervals for MSSM free parameters (GeV units).
erties of the neutralinos that satisfy the relic density upper
es TABLE
squark exchange and co-annihilation will be excluded by the
˜0 points are excluded by XENON100 (but...) and CDMS
2)
most
of the
TaLHC or Tevatron. However, we still include these points as
limit. There χare
1 three dominant mechanisms that provide effiour focus here is to examine the effect of regeneration and the
cient neutralino annihilation: A) annihilation into lepton pairs
We have
not
recent on
LHC
resultsregions
on heavy
Higgs
resulting
DMincluded
detection constraints
the possible
of
3) An
improvement
XENON100
limit
through
slepton exchange,ofB)the
annihilation
via exchange
of aat low mass would be
the parameter
space.
searches
[13, 14]
in the fit but impose them a posteriori. Also
The composition of the neutralino LSP in terms of the weak
light pseudoscalar
Higgs,
annihilation
viascenarios
a Z boson. The
useful
to C)
probe
these
we have
not included the recent results from the LHC on extremely
eigenstates, the Bino, Higgsinos and Wino differs slightly for
latter works better for masses near MZ /2, therefore neutraliSI
the various regions displayed in FIG.
1.
or
0
χ1 the neutralino is mostly
nos below � 25 GeV are expected to correspond to scenarios
27and
June
2012
re-Wednesday,
For the Z
h0 resonance
regions

nsider two different astroparticle constraints on the
lino scenarios. First we consider the spin independetection limits from XENON100 as it provides
ringent limit on light neutralinos. Figure 4 repreelds in the ξσ vs. m plane along with limits

MSSM-EWSB; scans with mdm<30 GeV

pare this with the 95% limits from Fermi-LAT considering an
angular region of 0.5 and an integrated flux from 0.1GeV <
E < m . We found that many configurations -more specifically with the characteristics of scenario B- are excluded by
both limits (red points) while others are also constrained by
XENON100 (yellow points). The configurations allowed by
XENON100 (green points) satisfy all collider and astrophysi-

Astrophysical constraints
low

5

combination of LHCb and CMS results [31] as well as expecmasstations for the reach of LHCb [32] show that many scenarios
would
be either
further
constrained
or dwarf
lead tospheroidal
a signal ingalaxy
the
FIG. 5:
Integrated
γ-ray
flux from
the Draco
very near
see Fig.mass
7. However
of the configuraas a function
of future,
the neutralino
in the mχmost
0 < 30 GeV search. We
1
tions with the best likelihood with neutralinos below 20 GeV5
show limits from Fermi-LAT. Same color code as Fig. 4.
predict a rate much below the foreseen limit. These all belong
to the scenarios with light sleptons.

combination of LHCb and CMS results [31] as well as expectations for the reach of LHCb [32] show that many scenarios
would be either further constrained or lead to a signal in the
in,most
mchi<
15configuraGeV
very near future, see Fig. 7. Zoom
However
of the
tions with the best likelihood with neutralinos below 20 GeV
predict a rate much below the foreseen limit. These all belong
to the scenarios with light sleptons.

FIG. 5: Integrated γ-ray flux from the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy
as a function of the neutralino mass in the mχ0 < 30 GeV search. We
1
show limits from Fermi-LAT. Same color code as Fig. 4.

In the exclusion region for FERMI/LAT

FIG. 5: Integrated γ-ray flux from the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy
as a function of the neutralino mass in the mχ0 < 30 GeV search. We
1
show limits from Fermi-LAT. Same color code as Fig. 4.

black :
red:
yellow:
green:

FIG. 7: Predictions for Br(Bs → µ+ µ− ) as a function of the LSP mass
so this possibility should be ruled out/proved soon
in the mχ0 < 30 GeV search. The current Tevatron limit (full), the
1
FIG. 6: Integrated
γ-ray flux from the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy
combined LHCb and CMS limit (dot) [31] as well as the projected
as a function
of the
neutralino
the mχ0 <
15 GeV search. We
LHCb limit
(dash)
[32] aremass
also in
displayed.
1 The color code is the
show same
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Fermi-LAT.
Same color code as Fig. 4.
in Fig.
4
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limit
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a posteriori
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agreement
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uniquely in jets plus missing energy. In our case the limits

FIG.
in the
comb
LHC
same

As m
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not i
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of th
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and/o
mass
with
mass
nosit
prisi
scen

Increasing the mass range:
Cross-correlating Indirect and Direct Detection

FERMI

red/black: excluded
yellow: excluded by 1
experiment
green:

XENON100 (& CDMSII)

ok

Model = pMSSM + relic density > 3% WMAP, mdm < 100 GeV (no mass below 20 GeV)
Combining both types of limits, one excludes a region
that was not explored previously but there is still progress to do.
XENON1T (or experiments with similar potential) welcome!
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FIG. 8: Predictions for the lightest slepton mass as a function of the
LSP mass for points that pass all collider and astroparticle physics
constraints in the mχ0 < 30 GeV search. Dark points are those within
1
the 1σ region, and light points within 3σ.

nario C (annihilation through a Z exchange) and that also survive all constraints predict the chargino and the second neutralino to be below 200 GeV. Both particles often decay into
a LSP and a gauge boson rather than into leptons, hence one
cannot exploit the limits from the trilepton searches set by the
Tevatron [35, 36].
V.

DISCUSSION

This analysis shows that there are two windows of configurations with light neutralinos with very different characteristics and signatures. In the first, it is the light pseudoscalar
Higgs boson that dominates DM neutralino annihilation. A
large fraction of these configurations have been excluded by
the recent results from CMS on searches for associated Higgs
production decaying into τ pairs. Furthermore, their astroparticle signatures, specifically in the SI direct detection experiments and in the γ-ray signal from dSphs, are largely above
the observations published by the XENON100 and the FermiLAT collaborations. In the second, light sleptons just above
neutralinos
massneutralino
below
the LEP
limit are required with
to provideaefficient
annihilations. The viable configurations feature a heavy pseudoscalar
A ≥ 500 GeV) thus the heavy Higgs doublet
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lihood in our case and 2σ bound in other works. To verify this
we have also performed a random scan of the parameter space
using the procedure described in [6] and found similar results.
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cross section, which in turn scales approximately as the inverse of the neutralino mass squared. As a result the minimum
two scenarios to be compared directly using the same set
relic abundance will increase quadratically with the mass of
the neutralino. Co-annihilation with light stops is expected
points.
to add a few more points (below the “quadratic” limit) when
We look at the effect of regeneration in the planes
there is a large fine-tuning between the neutralino and the stop
mass. However, the stop and neutralino self-annihilation cross
2
sections both decrease with the mass of these particles and an
SI , mχ̃0 ), (σSI , ΩFO h ), (ΦPP , mχ̃0 ) and (ΦPP , σSI ), where σSI
1
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the spin-independent elastic scattering rate, ΩFO h2 is the
ic abundance generated by freeze-out only and ΦPP , which
codes the “particle physics input” to the total flux of gamma
ys from annihilating DM in the dSphs. The quantity ΦPP is
fined as
�σv�
ΦPP =
8πm2χ̃0
1

� Emax
dN
E0

dE

dE,
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FIG. 2. Plot of ΩFO h2 against mχ̃0 . Colour coded for the process with
1
the largest contribution to the total neutralino annihilation rate, which
determines the freeze-out relic abundance. Red points correspond to
chargino co-annihilation, green points to annihilation via chargino
t-channel exchange, blue points to annihilation via s-channel Higgs
(roughly speaking the blue points above the green band correspond
to annihilation via an s-channel h0 into t t¯ and bb̄, the few below are
s-channel annihilation via A0 ), yellow points correspond to a either
squark co-annihilation or gluino-gluino annihilations (the latter in
the case where the gluino is approximately mass degenerate with the
neutralino DM and its freeze-out sets the neutralino relic abundance).
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follows in the later sections.
In the cases where t-channel exchange and co-annihilation
processes, involving light SUSY squarks and sleptons, dominate the freeze-out dynamics, the neutralino can have a much
smaller Higgsino component. This is because, in contrast to
the s-channel annihilation processes, the t-channel annihilation and co-annihilation diagrams can occur for pure Bino
neutralinos.

ere �σv� is the thermally averaged cross section for DM
nihilation, E0 is the minimum threshold energy considered,
ax is the maximum photon energy the limit is sensitive to
m
FERMI-LAT observations of dSphs [39]. The right panel shows the
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FERMI/LAT do not kill all the points
but they do kill many if we assume
a regeneration mechanism!
As a result, scenarios with very
large cross section at Freeze-Out
cannot be regenerated!

χ̃01

> 100 GeV

In the case of neutralinos heavier than 100 GeV, one does
not expect any resonance structure in the (mχ̃0 , ΩFO h2 ) plane
1
since there are no fixed mass neutral particles (such as the
light CP-even Higgs3 or Z boson) that can be produced in an schannel resonance. Instead resonant annihilation through A0
will appear over a range of different neutralino masses. Nonresonant annihilation via the h0 and Z bosons can still produce
a large enough cross section to reduce the relic abundance
for masses above 200 GeV. Chargino or squark t-channel exchange and co-annihilations also lead to an enhanced cross
section but this does not appear as a fixed mass resonance. As
a result, we find a smooth homogeneous distribution of points
in the (mχ̃0 , ΩFO h2 ) plane, as shown in FIG. 2.
1
The most visible trend in FIG. 2 is that the minimum relic
abundance found by the MCMC increases quadratically as a
function of mass. This dependence of the relic abundance on
the mass of the neutralino DM arises due to the fact that the

3
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increase in the fine tuning becomes less and less effective in
compensating for the lack of efficiency of the co-annihilation
process when the neutralino mass increases. Besides, these
points become more difficult to find by the MCMC as they
require smaller variance (i.e. more dedicated searches).
The compositions of the higher mass neutralinos is more
varied than the lower mass states. For example, in points
whose freeze-out annihilation rate is dominated by chargino
co-annihilation and t-channel chargino exchange the neutralino DM can be mostly Wino. For points whose freeze-out
annihilation is dominated by s-channel Higgs processes, the
Higgsino component of these neutralinos can be much larger
(even dominating the composition) than that for neutralino
DM with masses below 100 GeV.

Although the h0 mass is not fixed, it is restricted to a narrow range in the
MSSM.

experiments to the points found by the MCMC. We do so in
two cases. The first where there is no regeneration and the
DM density is set by the value determined by freeze-out. The
second where regeneration of the DM density has taken place
after freeze-out and has been regenerated to the WMAP observed value. The limits for direct and indirect detection are
applied as 95% confidence level exclusions to the points found
by the MCMC after the scans have completed rather than including these limits in the likelihood calculations. This allows
the two scenarios to be compared directly using the same set
of points.
We look at the effect of regeneration in the planes
(σSI , mχ̃0 ), (σSI , ΩFO h2 ), (ΦPP , mχ̃0 ) and (ΦPP , σSI ), where σSI
1

1

is the spin-independent elastic scattering rate, ΩFO h2 is the
relic abundance generated by freeze-out only and ΦPP , which
encodes the “particle physics input” to the total flux of gamma
rays from annihilating DM in the dSphs. The quantity ΦPP is
defined as
ΦPP =

�σv�
8πm2χ̃0
1

� Emax
dN
E0

dE

dE,

danc
being
dSph
detec
mass

(3)

where �σv� is the thermally averaged cross section for DM
annihilation, E0 is the minimum threshold energy considered,
Emax is the maximum photon energy the limit is sensitive to
and dN
dE is the gamma ray spectrum averaged over all of the
different annihilation channels. Neglecting propagation the

FIG. 9. Neutralino mass versus the freeze-out neutralino relic density

Us
have
freez
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mdm>100 GeV

n is from FERMI-LAT observations of dSphs [39]. The right panel shows the
detection
t value, the left panel shows the case without. ColourDirect
coding
is the same as in

relic density with mχ̃0 > 100 GeV. The right panel shows the case with the
1 killed by Indirect detection
t panel shows the case without. Colour coding is the same as in FIG. 3.
XENON1T (or similar) again welcome+LHC analysis
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verse and therefore that the halo may not be totally composed
der of the electroweak scale, thus providing a solution to
of neutralinos, we introduce the parameter
3.342 0.935
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the naturalness problem [31]. The model contains one additional neutralino state, the singlino, as well as three scalar
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opens up the possibility for new annihilation mechanisms for
neutralino density by the factor, ρχ0 = ξρDM .
light neutralinos, in particular through the exchange of light
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Higgs singlets as well as into light Higgs singlets [28]. The
The total annihilation cross section spans several orders of
model that we consider has input parameters which are demagnitude as displayed in Fig. 3. In some
cases,
it can be2.497
9.274
0.827
fined at the weak scale. The free parameters are taken to be
strongly enhanced with respect to its value in the Primordial
0.906 pro-2.323
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the annihilation
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0.960Higgs2.575
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pling, At , for more details see [4]. We only consider scenarios
the thermal kinetic energy : at small velocities,
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spin-independent cross section
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14.48can0.147
148.4large,0.0748
is in conflict with XENON100 data (in yellow in Fig. 11). In1

22.3 157 528 1701 164 20.0 0.55 0.15 3281 -212 1591
16.8 605 192 1782 186 18.3 0.70 0.25 3464 -317 2437

light neutralinos...
deed, as can be seen in Fig. 12, larger spin independent cross

TABLE II: Three examples of NMSSM points falling in the CoGenT
contour [1] in the ξσSI vs. mχ0 plane. For all of them we have set
1
M3 = 3 × M2 and Ab = Aτ = 0. All quantities are expressed in GeV
units.

by the indirect detection limits for the moment.
This is an important point nevertheless. Indeed, it will be
challenging for both dark matter direct and indirect detection
experiments to reach the level of sensitivity which is required
to completely probe the region of the parameter space with
light neutralinos. In addition, new sources of background
(such as the neutrino background for the direct detection experiments) may also weaken the analysis.
D.

section are found for light H1 . This is because the scalar exI: Benchmark
main
characteristics and ratio of the
change contributionTABLE
to the cross
section goespoints:
as 1/m4H
. Note
1
5
dark large
radio couplings
emissivityofatthe
330MHz
to observation
(R).
that because sufficiently
light Higgs
to
the LSP and to quarks in the nucleon are necessary to have
a large SI cross section [4], many points with light H1 are
not excluded. The second region corresponds to a relatively
light A1 (mA1 ∈ [10, 30] GeV) and mH1 ∈ [20, 100] GeV. Here
the neutralino pair annihilations (which proceed through the
exchange of an A1 in the s-channel) become singular when
vdm → 0 and 1 − mA1 /2mχ << 1 and thus can produce too
many gamma rays in dwarf galaxies (see points in red in
Fig. 12).
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Implication for particle physics

In the previous subsections, we have demonstrated that
the Fermi dSph limits were setting stringent limits on the
NMSSM parameter space and were complementary to dark
matter direct detection searches. We can now examine the
impact of these limits on the Higgs sector and on B-physics
observables.
FIG.
6: Predicted photon flux as a function of the LSP mass. The
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to the Fermi limit including the 1σ error

FIG. 9: Spin independent cross section versus the neutralino mass.
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How far are the points close to the XENON100 limit
close to be excluded?
TABLE I: Benchmark points: main characteristics and ratio of the
dark radio emissivity at 330MHz to observation (R).

What are the uncertainties?
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FIG. 9: Spin independent cross section versus the neutralino mass.
In red are the points which over predict the gamma ray flux in dSph.
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Re-investigating the XENON100
Two phase experiment
noble gas TPC
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Two phase LXe TPC
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lower part= liquid

detector inside (shielded from radioactivity)
Exploiting S1 gives an information
about the interaction of DM with Xenon nuclei
but it depends on the scintillation efficiency
of the Xenon nuclei.

Problem:
nobody has seen a DM particle so
we do not know is the scintillation efficiency
of a DM particle colliding with a Xenon nucleus.
One needs to use calibration measurements
=> relative scintillation efficiency (Leff )
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and emitting
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(see [33] for a good discussion of the methodology). The result is shown in figure 1, along with the one sigma
contour, obtained by looking for the maximum and minimum
y-axis positions of the knots which satisfy χ2 < χ2min + 5.89.
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data:
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13.51 0.558
14.48 0.147

9.571
148.4

0.0781 0.921
0.0748 0.924

0
0
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TABLE I: Benchmark points: main characteristics and ratio of the
dark radio emissivity at 330MHz to observation (R).
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mean value of Leff

Conclusion
Not so many very light neutralinos (hard to find below 15 GeV)
Combining direct, indirect detection is already reducing the parameter space
Even if we relax the lower bound on the relic density, one can set
exclusion with INDIRECT detection but DIRECT detection is
becoming complementary too!
SUSY searches at LHC will definitely help to reduce the parameter space
(di and tri-taus signatures)

Waiting for the XENON100 new data,
but please remove the parameterisation of Leff

Waiting for LHC new results (including Higgs,
Wednesday, 27 June 2012

arXiv:1203.3446)
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arly the CP-odd A Higgs are important for
y

Astro-LHC

CMS-HIG-11-008
at low values of the soft parameter, ml˜R . Furthermore, large
values of tan β will induce a large mixing in the stau sector,
thus decreasing the lightest stau mass. As a result, all sleptons
are just above the LEP exclusion region. The tan β distribution
thus extends to the highest values probed. The other two scenarios (B and C) require a LSP with as large as possible higgsino component to ensure sufficient coupling to the Z or the
Higgs -this means small µ- even though the LSP is5dominantly
bino since M1 � µ. Scenario B further requires a light pseudoscalar, hence the large peak in the distribution at low values
combination of LHCb
results
as well
expecof MAand
. InCMS
this case,
large[31]
values
of tanas
β also
are needed for
tations for the reach
of LHCb
[32] show
thatthe
many
scenarios
efficient
annihilation.
However
low M
A - large tan β region
is strongly
constrained
Tevatron
the
would be either further
constrained
orbylead
to a searches.
signal inFurthermore
the
R(BFig.
ratio in the most
case ofofa light
charged Higgs drops to
u → τν
very near future, see
7.τ )However
the configuralow values
around
tan β = 25,below
thus these
values are disfations with the bestvery
likelihood
with
neutralinos
20 GeV
vored.
Other parameters
are
from several observThis
may
be
difficult
if tanβlimit.
is constrained
small
predict
a rate
much
below
the
foreseen
These
all
belong
is needed to cancel
31
mH± ables.
≥ mt + For
mb example, a squark contribution
to the scenarios with
the light
Higgssleptons.
contribution in the B(b → sγ), hence the peak at low
values of third generation squark masses Mq̃3 . This is relevant
only for scenario B.
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FIG. 2: Allowed points in the tan β vs. MA plane in the mχ0 < 30 GeV
1
search. We show only the region where MA < 500 GeV. The exclusion limit from CMS is also displayed. In yellow (red), points
excluded by one (two) constraint and in black those excluded by
three constraints (CMS, XENON100 and dSph as described in section III A). The shading represents Q : weights of darker points are at
most at 1σ from Qmax while the lighter points are at most at 2σ and
3σ.

The allowed region displayed in the tan β − MA plane, Fig. 2,
shows that when the pseudoscalar is light, large values of tan β
are ruled out after taking into account Tevatron constraints on
Higgs decaying into tau pairs. Furthermore, the newer exclusion limit from CMS [14] in the same channel (black line in
Fig. 2) further cuts into the parameter space, the only remaining points for MA < 150 GeV correspond to tan β ≤ 14.

exonic
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figand
arlo

How to get the exclusion curve?
7

A plot of one such signal+background simulated dataset is
shown in figure 5. The analysis itself is blind to whether a
point was generated as a nuclear or electronic recoil, however the fitting of the cross-section is more sensitive to the
: rate per number of photo-electrons detected
lower bands, where fewer background events are expected.
Due to the
1 abundance of electronic-recoil events compared to
nuclear-recoils, determining which points are due to which is
a difficult challenge, and so a clearer discrimination between
signal and background only arises statistically when considerThis
ratethe
is choice
proportional
to the rate per number of photo-electrons
ing many such datasets,
motivating
of a confidence
limit other than 100% for the XENON100 limit. Hence, even
that are generated in the detector
with high statistics, the ability of the analytical tools to discriminate signal from background is limited, contributing a
natural source of error to any determination of the best-fit valn
−ν
ues of the cross-section and number of background events,
and so ultimately to the final exclusion curve.

dR
dS

dR
=
dn

�

dR
dE
P (n,ν(E)
ν(e))
dE

ν E
with P(n, ν(E)) =
n!

wing
blue.

and
orattion
nts3 .
seen
FIG. 5: An example of a simulated dataset, with two nuclear-recoil
ex(signal) events, shown in red. The rest of the points are electronicysis.
recoil (background), shown in blue. The black lines divide the S1-S2
asets
plane into the bands used for the analysis.
o the
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Snr
ν(E) = E Ly Lef f
Ser
number of photo-electrons expected for a given recoil energy

qσ =

To obtain the exclusion curve, XENON100 uses a profile Likelihood ratio

�

−2 ln λ(σ)
0

σ̂ < σ
σ̂ > σ

where σ̂ is the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
σ,
i.e. the value
of σ that
maximizes the likelihood Equ
Likelihood
maximised
without
tion 1. λ(σ) is the Profile Likelihood ratio and is giv
by

σ

Likelihood maximised with

σ

Lmax (σ)
λ=
ˆ
Lmax (σ)

λ(σ) =

max L (σ; Leﬀ , vesc , Nb , �s , �b )

σ fixed

max L (σ, Leﬀ , vesc , Nb , �s , �b )
�
�
ˆˆ
ˆ
ˆˆ , N̂b , �ˆˆs , �ˆˆb
L σ, Leﬀ , vesc
�
�.
≡
ˆ
L σ̂, Leﬀ , vesc
ˆ , N̂b , �ˆs , �ˆb

The double-hat parameters in the numerator are the co
ditional MLEs of the nuisance parameters when the s
nal cross-section is fixed to a given value σ. The ‘sing
qσ = −2 ln σ if σ > σ̂
parameters in the denominator are the MLEs of
λ = 1 whenhat’
parameters allowing also σ to vary. By constructio
qσ = 0 if σ < σ̂
0 ≤ λ(σ) ≤ 1, hence qσ ≥ 0. qσ equals zero when t
best-fit value of the cross-section (σ̂) equals the hypo
esized value (σ), which corresponds to the most sign
like outcome. Larger values of the test statistic qσ
dicate that the data are less compatible with the sign
hypothesis
Hσ . Since we are
concerned
withagainst
calculatin
esis test based on the profile likelihood raexperiment is
not
sensitive.
To
protect
bound, we only consider outcomes w
For the present data, for a given mass and vesc, oneone-sided
obtainsupperσobs
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eﬀect, ps is modified
[21, 22]
to the signal hypothesis a
σ̂ < σ as an evidence
against
set qσ to zero otherwise.
th a specific mass and cross-section, or to
f (qdata
) be the
distribution
σ |Hσgiving
But one experiment so not enough statistics...to compensate,sXENON100 simulated Let
Mock
riseprobability
of σ functi
ptos many values
�
significance of a discovery.
of the test statistic
qσ under the signal hypothesis H
p
=
s
1 − ofpbthe test statistic obtain
and let qσobs be the value
∞
with �the observedsdata. The signal p-value ps , is t
= 10%
probability
that the outcome
of a hypothetical, rando
s
s
σ
σ
σ
where
XENON100 experiment
results in a test statistic larg
b
q
A. σExclusion
(less signal-like)�than
obs
∞ the observed one, when the sign
hypothesis Hσ is true. Therefore, ps given by
1 − pb =
f (qσ |H0 ) dqσ
� ∞
obs
q
tistic qσ reduces the observed data to only
σ
ps =
f (qσ |Hσ ) dqσ .

he profile likelihood rabe used both to exclude
and cross-section,
or to
�
scovery.
p =
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sion

σ = σ̂

q

experiment is not sensitive. To protect against
eﬀect, p is modified [21, 22] to
q
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p
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